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On Algebraic Curves over Real Closed Fields. II 
Manfred Knebusch 
Fachbereich Mathematik der Universität, Universitätsstr. 31, D-8400 Regensburg, 
Federal Republic of Germany 
The contents of this second part of our study on smooth algebraic curves 
over a real closed field K have roughly been indicated in part I [ K 3 ] at 
the end of the introduction. Throughout we use the terminology, notations, 
and results developed in part I. 
§ 7. A Closer Look at the Topology of y 
Again we assume that the set y of real points of our smooth curve X is not empty. 
As always let yx,..., yr denote the components of y. 
(7.1) Definition. A generalized open interval on y is either an interval ]P, ß [ or a 
component yt or a set y f \ {P} obtained by omission of one point P from a com-
ponent yt. 
Our first goal is to prove 
(7.2) Theorem, i) For every real function / + 0 on y the set f"i(]<x>90{) is a dis-
joint union of generalized open intervals. 
ii) For any disjoint union A of generalized open intervals there exists a real 
function f ony withf~lQoo,0[)=A and without poles on y. 
The first assertion in this theorem is an easy consequence of the results in 
the preceding Section 6. Indeed, let / be a real function 4=0 on y. It suffices to 
show that the intersection Ax off~1Qoo,OD with the component yx is a disjoint 
union of generalized open intervals. If/is positive definite on yx the set Ax is empty. 
If / is negative definite on yx the set Ax arises from yx by omission of the finitely 
many poles and zeros of / on this component, and by Corollary (6.7) Ax is cer-
tainly a disjoint union of open intervals or a generalized open interval. Let now 
/ be indefinite on yx. By Theorem (6.8) the set 
X ; : = { P 6 y 1 | T P ( / ) = ~ l } 
is a disjoint union of open intervals. Ax arises from A'x by omission of the poles 
and zeros of / contained in A'x. Now omitting a point R in an interval ] P , ß [ 
we obtain the disjoint union of the intervals ]P, J?[ and ]/?, ß [ (Prop. (6.5)). Thus 
Ax again is a disjoint union of open intervals. 
This proves part i) of Theorem (7.2). For the proof of part ii) we make use 
of the previous Lemma (2.14) on definite functions with prescribed poles and 
zeros on y. Let 21 be a finite family of disjoint generalized open intervals on y 
and A their union. Let T denote the finite set of points P with either Pey( and 
y 4 \ {P} in 21 or with P a common endpoint of two open intervals in 21. Then 
B' — AKJT is a disjoint union of sets I x , J s which are full components of y or 
open intervals without any common endpoints. For every li we choose a real 
function hj as follows. If Ij is a component yi9 then A, is a function fx negative 
definite on yt and positive definite on y If Ij is an open interval, then hj is a 
interval function for Is. Let h denote the product hx ... h5. Clearly 
B = { P e y | T P ( / i ) = - l } . 
Using Lemma (2.14) we easily find a positive definite real function g such that 
/ : = g/i has no poles on y and has zeros in B precisely at the points of T. {We do 
not need the full content of Lemma (2.14) for this.} Obviously /"1Qoo,0D=>4, 
and our Theorem (7.2) is proved. 
We now want to prove that the set of open intervals is a basis of the topology 
of y. 
(7.3) Lemma. Let A and B be generalized open intervals on yx which are not dis-
joint Then AvB is again a generalized open interval, and the intersection AnB 
is either a generalized open interval or the disjoint union of two intervals. 
Proof. We assume that A and B are open intervals, A = ] P , ß [ , B=] /? ,£[ , since 
otherwise the statements of the lemma are evident. We first consider the case 
A\jB*yx. We choose a point P0 on yx outside A\JB, and we equip y ^ ^ o } 
with the total ordering introduced in § 6. Then P < ß and R < S. If Q £R then the 
intervals A and B would be disjoint. Thus Q>R, and i4uB=]P,S[ , A n B = 
] Ä , ß [ {Apply Prop. (6.6)}. 
Assume now v 4 u ß = y 1 . In this case we will not need the assumption that A 
and B are not disjoint. The four points P, ß , Ä, S certainly all are different. We 
equip yx \ {P} with the ordering introduced in § 6 and apply again Proposition 
(6.6). Since P lies in B we have S < R, and since R lies in A we have R < Q. From the 
relation S < R < Q we see that An Bis the union of the intervals ]P, S[ and ]R, ß [ . 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Let 3 denote the set of all subsets of y which are disjoint unions of finitely 
many generalized open intervals. From the Lemma (7.3) just proved and part i) 
of Theorem (7.2) we obtain easily 
(7.4) Theorem. The union and the intersection of finitely many elements of 3 
again lie in 3- The set of open intervals of y is a basis of the topology of y. 
Now we have no difficulty to prove 
(7.5) Proposition. The closure of an open interval ] P , ß [ is the closed interval 
tP,Q1=1P,Qlu{P,Q). 
Proof. Assume that ]P, ß [ is contained in yx. We have seen in § 6 that [P, ß ] is 
indeed a closed set. To prove that P is adherent to ]P, ß [ it suffices by the preceding 
theorem to show that for every interval ]R,S[ containing P the intersection 
]P, ß [ n ] R , S[ is not empty. This is clear from the proof of Lemma (7.3) in the 
case that ] P , ß [ u ] R , S [ = y ! . Otherwise introduce the ordering of r iM^o} 
with respect to a point P0 not lying in ]P, ß [ u ] R , S[ and apply Proposition (6.6). 
In the same way we see that ß is adherent to ]P, ß [ . 
(7.6) Remark. Using Theorem (7.4) we immediately see that the closure of a 
generalized open interval y f \{P} is yt. More generally every set obtained from 
yt by omission of finitely many points is dense in yt. 
§ 8. Analysis of Real Functions 
We study the behaviour of a real function / on a closed interval [P, ß ] on which / 
has no poles. 
Let [P, Q] be contained in the component yt. We equip [P, ß ] with the total 
ordering induced by the ordering of yt \ {P0} defined in § 6. Here P0 denotes an 
arbitrary point of yx not contained in [P, ß ] . The ordering of [P, ß ] does not 
depend on the choice of P0. Indeed, for every point R in ]P, ß [ we have P < R < ß , 
and for two points R9 S in ]P, ß [ we have R if and only if [P, R] is contained 
in[P,S](cf. Prop. (6.6)). 
Without essential loss of generality we always assume that our function / is 
not constant, i.e. f$K. We choose once and for all a definite differential co0 re-
presenting the orientation of y (cf. § 5). Let g denote the differential quotient df/co0. 
By this we mean the unique function g in F* with df=go)0. 
(8.1) Lemma. Let Rhea point ofy which is not a pole off. Then with c.-=f(R) 
T Ä ( g ) = ö Ä ( / * - c ) , ö Ä ( g ) = t Ä ( / - c ) . 
N.B. T Ä and dR have been defined in § 2 and § 5. 
Proof Replacing / by f—c we assume c=0. We choose a uniformizing parameter 
r of X at R. The function field F embeds in a natural way into the quotient field 
K((t)) of the ring of formal power series in the variable t over K. Using 
this embedding we may write 
/ =r n(a 0-ha 1r + --) 
Q>0 = t 2 m (b 0 +& 1 t + "-)<fr 
with n ^  1, m an integer, and a 0+0, b0+0. We have 
d / = r - 1 ( n f l 0 + . ) ^ , 
hence 
g = r 1 " 2 > a 0 i o 1 + - ) . 
If n is odd we get 
d*(g)=TÄ(/)=0, 
dR(f)=resÄ if(o0 > = sign (a0 b0)=xR (g). 
Ifniseven we get 
TÄ(g)=3Ä(/)=0, 
8R(g)=resÄ <<//> = sign (a0)=**(/) . 
Thus the assertions of the lemma hold true in both cases. 
We recall that we always assume that / has no poles in [P, ß ] and is not a 
constant. 
(8.2) Theorem. (Intermediate value theorem.) / / f(P)< f(Q) and c is an element of 
K with f(P)<c<f(Q) then ]P, ß [ contains a point R with f(R)=c and tR(g)= 4-1. 
V f(p)> f(Q) and <*Zain c lies between f(P) and f(Q) then ]P, Q[ contains a point 
Rwithf{R)=candxR(g)=-l. 
Proof Again replacing / by / - e w e assume c=0. In the first case /(P)<0 and 
/ ( ß ) > 0 , in the second /(P)>0 and / ( ß ) < 0 . The assertions immediately follow 
from Theorem (6.8) and the Lemma (8.1) just proved. 
(8.3) Theorem. ("Rolle's theorem".) Assume f(P)=f(Q). If there is a pont P in 
]P, ß [ with /(P')>/(P) then there exists in ]P, Q[ a zero R of g with dR(g)= - 1 . 
// there is a point P in ]P, ß [ with f(P')< f(P) then there exists in ]P, ß [ a zero R 
ofg withdR(g)=+l. 
Proof We may assume / ( P ) = / ( ß ) = 0 . Moreover we may assume that / has no. 
zero in ] P , ß [ , since otherwise we just pass to a smaller closed interval. By the 
intermediate value Theorem (8.2) we than have either /(R)>0 for all R in ]P, ß [ or 
/(R)<0 for all these R. Eventually replacing / by —/we assume /(R)>0 for all 
R in ]P, ß [ . If/has even order at P then tP(f)= + 1. {Multiply/by the square of 
some real function such that the zero P disappears.} Thus dP(g)= +1 by Lemma 
(8.1). If /has odd order at P then by Theorem (6.8) dP(f)= +1, hence TP(g)= - f 1. 
In the same way we see that either dQ(g)= -f 1 or tQ(g)= — 1. Thus only the follow-
ing four cases are possible: 
1) d P(g)=d ö(g)=+l; 
2) ö P ( g ) = + l , t Q ( g ) = - l ; 
3) TP(g)= + l , Öö(g)= + 1; 
4) t P (g)=+l , t ö ( g ) = - l . 
In all these cases Theorem (6.8) tells us that there exists a point R in ]P, ß [ with 
d*(g)=-l. q.e.d. 
Theorems (8.2) and (8.3) imply 
(8.4) Corollary. (Monotone functions.) Assume TÄ(g)= +1 for all R in ]P, ß [ . 
Then f is strictly increasing on [P, ß ] , i.e. for points R and S in [P, ß ] with R<S 
we always have f(R)< /(S). 
Proof. Let R and S be points in [ P , ß ] with R<S. If f(R)>f(S) then by Theorem 
(8.2) there would exist (infinitely many) points T in ]R,S[ with r r(g)= - 1 . If 
f(R)=f(S) then by Theorem (8.3) the interval ]R, S[ would contain a zero of g 
of odd order. By assumption such a zero does not exist. Thus f(R)< f(S). 
Now we are able to show that / "attains its maximum and its minimum" 
o n [ P , ß ] . 
(8.5) Theorem. /([P, ß]) is a closed interval [a, b] of K. For every point R in 
]P, ß [ with f(R)=awe have dR(g) = +1, and for every point S in ]P, ß [ with f(S)=b 
we have 3s(g)= —1. 
Proof If g has no zeros of odd order in ]P, ß [ then the assertions follow immediately 
from the preceding Corollary (8.4), since then rÄ(g) has the same value for all R 
in ]P, ß [ (cf. Cor. (6.9)). Assume now that g has in ]P, ß [ the zeros PY <••• <Pt 
of odd order. Eventually replacing g by - g we further assume dPl(g)= - 1 . Then 
by Theorem (6.8) 
dp,(g)=(-l)' ( 1 ^ 0 , 
and TÄ(g) has constant value (-1) 1 for R in and constant 
values +1 in ]P, Px[ and - 1 in ß [ . Thus we know from Corollary (8.4) that 
f(P)<f(Pilf(Pi)>m),-
and 
/ ( [p , i > i ] )=[ / (n/ ( i > i ) ] , 
etc. Moreover / is in each of the intervals [P ,PJ , [Pi9P2]9—9[Pt9Q} strictly 
increasing or strictly decreasing. The assertions of the theorem are now obvious. 
Remark. A theorem similar to Theorem (8.5) clearly holds true for real functions 
on a component yt which have no poles in yt. 
(8.6) Corollary. (Local extrema.) Let P be a point of y at which f has no pole: 
The following statements are equivalent: 
i) öp(g)=+l . 
ii) There exists a closed interval [Ä, S] with P in ]/*, S[ and f(P')> f(P) for all 
points P' in [R, S] which are different from P. 
Proof The implication ii) => i) is evident from the preceding Theorem (8.5). 
Assume now that dP(g)= +1. We choose a neighbourhood [K, S] of P in which 
g has no zero of odd order except P. This is certainly possible since the set of 
open intervals is a basis of the topology of y (Th. (7.5)). Again by the preceding 
theorem f(P')>f(P) for all P '+P in [R, S]. 
§ 9. Quadratic Forms over the Function Field 
Since now we do not exclude the case r=0, i.e. y may be empty. But many state-
ments will be void if r=0. 
We first want to generalize the previous Theorem (6.8) about the sign behaviour 
of real functions to quadratic forms. 
(9.1) Lemma. Let q> be a quadratic form over F, and assume dR(<p)=0 for all R 
in some open interval ]P, ß [ . Then the function Rt-*xR(<p) is contant in ]P, ß [ . 
Proof We choose a diagonalisation 
If none of the functions f has odd order at any point in ]F, ß [ , then the all have 
constant sign in ]F, ß [ (Cor. (6.9)) and 
n 
has constant value in ]P, ß [ . Assume now there are points in ]F, ß [ at which at 
least one of the functions f has odd order, and let 
Px<*<Pt 
be these points. Put P0-=P and i ? + i : = ß . We know from above that R*-+xR(<p) 
has on each interval 1[, O^i^t, a constant value n,. We fix a point Pi9 
l^i^t, and choose a diagonalisation 
<jP^<M1,...,MN> 
with functions ut which have no pole or zero at Pt. This is possible since dPi(<p)=09 
cf. [ M H , p. 92]. There exist points F in ]P,_ l f J?[ and ß ' in ]Pj ,P i + 1 [ such that 
ux,..., un all have no zeros or poles in ]P', ß ' [ , since the open intervals are a basis 
of the topology of y (Th. (7.4)). Thus xR(q>) is constant in ] F , ß ' [ . This interval has 
the non empty intersection ~\P'9PJL with ]/}_i,JJ[ and also a non empty inter-
section with ]/}, Thus = and our lemma is proved. 
(9.2) Theorem. Assume y # 0. Let (pbea quadratic form over F, and let t denote the 
number of points P on the component yt with dP(<p)+0. 
i) J/t=0, then the function P\-+xP(q>) is constant on yx (clear by the preceding 
Lemma (9.1)). 
ii) / / t+0, then t^2. Let P0, ...,Pt_t be then points P of yx with dp(<p)+0, and 
assume 
Pi<-~<Pt-i 
with respect to the ordering of ViM^o} (ct §6). In each open interval 
0£i£t—l9the function P*-> xP{(p) has a constant value nt, according to the preceding 
Lemma (9.1) {Read i?=P0}. We have 
?p,(<P)=i("« + "i+i) 
SPl((p)=Hni+i-n^ 
forO^i^t-l {Readnt = n0}. 
Proof. We only have to consider the case t>0. Clearly r^2 by the sum formula 
(5.6). Let Q'=Pt for some fixed i, 0 ^ r - 1 . We choose a real function u which is 
negative definite in ]/?_!,i?[ and positive definite in ]/J,P i + 1l. {Read P_l=Pt_l.} 
In particular u has odd order at Q c f . Theorem (6.8). We choose a decomposi-
tion 
(p = \j/ A-U% 
with dQ(\l/)=dQ(x)=0. Then for suitable points R in ]/}_!,i?[ and S in ]/?,/?+j[ 
both tp(^) and xP(x) have constant values rP(\l/)=mh Tp(x)=<5f if P runs in [P, S]. 
We compute (read n_1 = nt_1): 
since TR(U)= — 1 and Ts(M)= +1 (cf. Th. (6.8)). On the other hand we have 
tö(<p)=mf, dQ((p)^Si9 
since dQ(u)= +1 by Theorem (6.8). Thus indeed the formulas for Tq(<JP) and dQ(q>) 
stated in the theorem are true. 
(9.3) Definition. Let P be a point of y and <p be a quadratic form over F. We say 
<p is positive definite (negative definite) at P if TP(<jp)=dim <p (resp. rP((p)= - dim <p). 
If <JO is neither positive nor negative definite at P we call q> indefinite at P. 
<jo is positive definite at P if and only if either <p=0 or <p has a diagonalization 
with all f positive definite at P. This then is true for every diagonalisation of <p. 
Clearly an isotropic form q> is indefinite everywhere on y. 
(9.4) Theorem. Assume <p is indefinite at almost all real points of X and dim <p 3. 
Then <p is isotropic. 
This important theorem is in the case X = R due to Witt [ W l f Satz 22], and 
in the general case to Elman-Lam-Prestel [ELP, p. 298]. Elmat\,Lam, and Prestel 
use quite another method then Witt. Our work in § 2 - § 7 allows us to give a proof 
of the theorem along precisely the same lines as Witt's proof. We give this proof 
in detail, since in [ W J the geometric facts needed for the proof are only faintly 
indicated. 
We first consider.the case that <p is a quaternion form <1, ~ / > ® < l , -g>. 
Then we can write (cf. Lemma (2.11)) 
<p^2x<l, -w> 
with some real function u. For almost all P in y we have 
TF(9) = 2(1-TP(U))<4. 
Thus Tp(M)= +1 for almost all P and u is positive definite (Th. (2.3)). By Theorem 
(4.1) u is a sum of two squares in P, hence 
< ^ 2 x < l , - l > . 
We now consider the case dim cp = 3. Multiplying <p by a constant we may assume 
that (p is the pure part <—/, — g,/g> of a quaternion form ^ = <l,/><® <1, — g>. 
Since i/f = < l > ± < p , certainly T f(^)<4 for almost all P. Thus i// is hyperbolic as 
shown above. This implies that q> is isotropic. 
We finally prove the theorem for dim <p = n^4 by induction on n. We choose 
some decomposition 
<p^il/l±(-il/2) 
with dim \j/1 = n-29 dim i//2 = 2. By Theorem (9.2) the set At of all P in y with ^ 
positive definite at P is the disjoint union of open intervals and whole components. 
Thus by Theorem (7.4) the union A'.= AlvA2 is certainly a disjoint union of 
generalized open intervals, and by Theorem (7.2) there exists a real function / on y 
with / _ 1 Q 0 , oo [ ) = A The quadratic forms 
are clearly both indefinite at almost all points of y. By the induction hypothesis 
they are isotropic. Thus and ^ 2 both represent </>, and <p is isotropic. 
We denote the signed determinant of cp [L, p. 38] by d(q>). Theorem (9.4) 
implies the following—in fact much weaker —statement: 
(9.5) Theorem (cf. [W l 5Satz 23]). Let <p and be forms over F with dim<p = 
dim \//9 d(q>)=d(\l/), and T P(<p)=r P(^) for almost all P in y. Then cp^t//. 
Proof Let x denote the kernel form of <p±(-^) . We have Tp(X)=0 for almost all 
P in y, hence by the preceding theorem dim(x)^2. Since x h a s even dimension 
and d(x) = 1 we have x=0. This implies (p = i//. 
By v(<jt>) we denote the "dimension index" of q>, i.e. the element dim<p mod 2 
of Z/2Z. Another way to state Theorem (9.5) is as follows: 
(9.6) Corollary. Let q> and \j/ be quadratic forms over F with v(<p)=v(^ ), d(q>)= 
d(\//), and tP((p)=xP(\l/) for almost all P in y. Then <p~\li. 
In this corollary the condition v(<p)=v(^ ) can be omitted if r >0, since clearly 
v(<p)=TP(<p) mod 2 
for every P in y with 3P(<p) = 0. It also should be noticed that already by Theorem 
(9.2) the equality Tp(<P)=Tp(^) for almost all P in y implies this equality for all 
P i n y . 
§ 10. Witt Rings of Curves 
We want to compute the Witt ring W(Z) of a Zariski open subset Z of X. We first 
give the definition of this ring. Let A denote the Grothendieck ring of "bilinear 
spaces" over Z, i.e. of pairs (£, B) with E a locally free 0z-module of finite rank and 
B: ExE^0Z a non degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E (cf. [ K ] ; in [K] 
this ring is denoted by K(Z)). A "Lagrangian subspace" 7of E is an 0z-submodule 
Vof E which is locally a direct summand of the 0z-module E and has the property 
K= V1 with respect to B. Let a denote the set of all elements [ (£ l 5 B J ] - [ (£ 2 , B 2)] 
in A such that both Ex and E2 have Lagrangian subspaces. It is easily seen that 
a is an ideal of A, and we define 
(10.1) W(Z).= A/a. 
Remark. If Z + X, hence Z affine, this definition coincides with the definition of 
Witt rings given in [K] . Indeed, if V is a Lagrangian subspace of (£, B) there 
exists a decomposition £ = V © G with G a suitable submodule of £, and thus 
(£, B) is "hyperbolic" in this case [K, 3.3.1]. If Z = X9 the definition (10.1) usually 
yields a coarser object than the Witt ring defined in [K] . There exist strong reasons 
to adopt (10.1) instead of the definition of W(Z) in [K] , but we do not have space 
here to discuss these matters. 
We have a natural homomorphism from W(Z) to W(F) mapping a class 
[(£, £)] to the class [(£, £)] in W(F) with £ the F-vectorspace of rational sections 
of E and B the bilinear form induced by B on £. The argument at the beginning 
of § 13 in [K] shows (cf. [ M H , p. 93] for Z affine): 
(10.2) Proposition. The natural homomorphism from W(Z) to W(F) is injective. 
Since now we always regard W(Z) as a subring of W(F). We want to describe 
this subring. For every complex point p of X we define an additive map 
dp: W(F)^Z/2Z 
by 
5p(<p):=ordp(d(<p))mod2 
using an obvious notation. This definition coincides with the general definition 
of a "second residue class form map" in [ M H , p. 85] or [K, 13.3.5], since the 
residue class field K( j / ^T) at p has the Witt ring Z/2Z. {In particular different 
choices of a local uniformizing parameter at p yield the same map dp.} 
As a special case of [K, Satz 13.3.6] we have (cf. [ M H , p. 91] for Z affine) 
(10.3) Proposition. W(Z) is the set of elements £ in W(F) with dp(£)=0for all real 
and all complex points p ofZ. 
In particular the intersection of W{Z) with the subgroup Q(F) of classes of 
one dimensional forms in W(F) is the group Q(Z) introduced in § 2. 
Let ßx,..., ßt be the components of the set ß of real points of Z(t=0 if ß empty). 
These ßt are generalized open intervals, explicitly described in Theorem (6.10). 
Let <p be a form over F with class [<p] in W{Z). Then according to Lemma (9.1) 
and the preceding Proposition (10.3) the function Pv-^xP(q>) has on each ßt a 
constant value, which we call Tf(<p). In this way we obtain t ring homomorphisms 
T , : ^ ( Z ) ^ Z , l ^ f . 
We choose elements </i>,..., </f> in Q(Z) such that f has sign - 1 on ßt and +1 
on / K f t . This is possible by Theorem (2.10) and Proposition (2.4). We further 
denote by ß + ( Z ) the group of all square classes </> in Q(Z) with T f « / » = +1 
for l^i^t. These functions / are the real functions which are positive definite on 
ß, hence on y, and have even order also at all complex points of Z. 
We finally denote by /(Z) the ideal of all classes [<p] in W(Z) of dimension 
index v(<p)=0, and by In(Z) the w-th power of this ideal (n 7> 1). We have the follow-
ing description of W(Z): 
(10.4) Theorem, i) Every element £ of W(Z) is uniquely determined by the values 
v(<^ ), d(£\ Tj(<J),..., t f(£). In case t^l the value v(£) can be omitted. 
ii) The torsion part I(Z\ of I{Z) as abelian group consists of the elements 1 — </> 
with </> in Q+(Z). We have 12{Z\=0 and in particular 2I(Z)t=0. The ideal I(Z)t 
is the nil radical of W(Z). 
iii) I(Z) has the direct decomposition 
/ ( z ) = i z [ i - a > ] e / ( z ) r 
The product of any two different components in this decomposition is zero. 
iv) If t*zl the ring homomorphism 
(t!,...,!,): W{Z)^T 
maps W{Z) onto the subring ofl! consisting of all t-tupels (n l 5 ...,nt) with all nt 
even or all nt odd. 
This theorem follows from Corollary (9.6) at the end of § 9 in precisely the same 
way as indicated in [ K 2 , II, § 11] in the special case K = R, Z affine (cf. Proof 
ofTh. 11.7 in [K 2 ]) . 
The reader may check now that it is also possible to develop a theory of "real 
closures" of the curve Z along the same lines as is done in [ K 2 ] in the special case 
K = R, Z affine. 
We write down some immediate consequences of Theorem (10.4). 
(10.5) Corollary, i) The map </>»-• 1 - </> from the group Q+(Z) to the additive 
group I(Z\ is an isomorphism. 
ii) lft=0, then I(Z)t = I(Z) and / 2 (Z)=0. 
iii) Assume t>0. The homomorphism ( r l 9 x t ) from W(Z) to Z* has the kernel 
I(Z\. The induced homomorphisms 
In(Z)-+ (2"Zy 
are surjective for n = l and bijective for n^2. Thus for n^2the group In(Z) is torsion 
free, and In(Z)=2n~l I(Z). 
(10.6) Remark. It is also possible now to calculate the Brauer group Br(Z) of 
Z (cf. [Gr]), since Br(Z) injects into the Brauer group Br(F) of F [Gr, II, Cor. 1.10] 
and Br(F) consists entirely of quaternion algebras as a consequence of Tsen's 
theorem that Br(F(y^T))=0. The result is as follows: If r=0 then Br(Z)=0. If 
t ^  1, then there exist Azumaya algebras Ä x , . . . , % such that the norm form of % 
over the generic point of Z is 2 x <1, —/f>. The Brauer group Br(Z) is the free 
Z/2Z-module over the classes [ 9 1 J , [ 9 l t ] of these algebras. 
To finish the calculation of W(Z) we have to determine the order of the group 
ß + ( Z ) of exponent 2, which by Proposition (2.5) is finite. We do this here for Z=X. 
As always we denote the components of y by y l 9 y r if the number r of these 
components is not zero. Q(X) is generated by ß+(X) and by the square classes 
</i>, l ^ i ^ r , introduced above. Thus 
i<2Poi=2'ie +(*)i. 
Taking into account the exact sequence (2.6) we obtain 
(10.7) |Ö + (X)| = 2 - r + 1 | P i c W 2 | , 
with Pic(X)2 the group of elements of order ^2 in the divisor class group Pic(X). 
In the case r>0 we identified in §2 the group Pic0(X) of divisor classes of 
degree zero, which contains Pic(X)2, with the group JG of fixed points of the Jaco-
bian J under the Galois group G= {1, p] of K( j /^1) /K. Thus in this case Pic(X) 2 
coincides with the group (J2)G of G-invariant elements of order ^ 2 in J. 
We need a similar interpretation of Pic (X)2 in the case r=0. We use the nota-
tions of §2. As in the case r>0 we see that the canonical maps from $(X) to 
§(X)G_and from Div (X) to Div (Xf are bijective. Furthermore the G-module 
Div (X) is now induced. Thus we get from the canonical sequence 
(*) l ^ § ( X ) - ^ D i v ( X ) - ^ P i c ( X ) ^ l 
an exact sequence 
1 -+§(*)-+Div(X)-> PiciXf^H1 (§(*))-> 1 
hence a canonical exact sequence 
1 - Pic(X)-> PiciXf-^HH^X))-* 1 
Now it is easily checked that the whole § 2 of Geyer's paper [ G J remains true 
in our more general setting. {Notice that the central fact, the triviality of the Her-
brand quotient of J , remains valid, cf. Th. (4.2).} In particular the sequence (*) 
induces an isomorphism 
H^PiciX^-^H'mX)) 
[Gl9 p. 90]. Furthermore HX(^(X)) has order 2 [Gj, p. 89]. Looking at our 
exact sequence above starting with Pic(X) we learn: 
(10.8) Lemma. In the case r=0 the canonical map from Pic(X) to Pic(jf)G maps 
Pic(X) bijectively onto the norm group N(Pic(X)). This norm group has index 2 in 
Pic(Xf. 
In order to relate Pic(X) 2 to (J 2)G it turns out that we need a precise description 
of Pic(X)/2 Pic(X), as has been given for r>0 in § 5. The degree function on the 
divisors of X induces in the case r=0 a homomorphism 
deg: Pic(X)/2Pic(X)-+2Z/4Z. 
(10.9) Theorem. Assume r=0. Then deg is an isomorphism from Pic(X)/2Pic(X) 
onto 2Z/4Z. 
Proof. The surjectivity is trivial. To prove the injectivity we have to consider a 
divisor a on X of degree divisible by 4 and must show that a is linearly equivalent 
to the square of a divisor on X. Since there exists a divisor of degree 2 on X we 
may multiply a by an even power of this divisor and retreat to the case deg(a)=0. 
Now by the preceding Lemma (10.8) the divisor a is linearly equivalent to the norm 
N(b) of a divisor b on X9 which clearly again has degree zero. But the Jacobian J 
is 2-divisible. Thus b~c 2 with c some divisor on X, and a~N(c) 2 . q.e.d. 
(10.10) Proposition. The subgroup Pic(X) 2 of J% coincides with Jf if r>0 and 
also ifr=0 and the genus gofX is even. 7/r=0 and g is odd, the group Pic(X) 2 has 
index 2 in J%. 
Proof. We only have to consider the case r=0. According to Lemma (10.8) we 
have 
Pic(X) G = Pic(X) u Pic(X)a 
with a the class of a_divisor a on X such that p(a) ~ a but p(a)+a. Thus the index p. 
of Pic(X) 2 in Pic(X) 2 = J 2 is at most 2, and p=2 if and only if there exists some ß 
in Pic(X) with (<xß-1)2 = l9 i.e. a 2 = j82. From Theorem (10.9) we know that this 
happens if and only if the degree of a 2 is divisible by 4, which means that the degree 
of a is even. But according to Geyer [Gl9 p. 91] 
deg a=g— 1 mod 2. 
This proves our proposition. 
Thus our calculation of |Pic(X) 2 | boils down to a computation of | J f | also in the 
case r=0. For any G-module M with finite cohomology we denote the orders of 
the cohomology groups H\M) by h\M) (i=0,1). We have the following general 
(10.11) Proposition. Let A be an abelian variety defined over K9 let s denote the 
number ^ 0 with 
2°=h°(A)=hl(A) (C/7M4.2)), 
and let g denote the dimension of A. Then A has precisely 2 g + s real points of order 
^2. {N.B. We identify A with its group of points rational over X( | / -T) .} 
The proof will be given below. For A=J we have seen in §4 that s=r— 1 
in the case r>0. In the case r=0 we have according to Geyer [G l 5 p.92] s=0 
if g is even and 5=1 if g is odd. Thus we obtain from (10.7), Proposition (10.10), 
and Proposition (10.11) the following final result: 
(10.12) Theorem. The group Q+(X) has order 2* if y is not empty, and order 2 g + 1 
ify is empty. 
Using Corollary (10.5) we can also state 
(10.13) Corollary. Ify is empty the Witt ring W(X) has cardinality 2 g + 2 . 
It remains to prove Proposition (10.11). Let A(2) denote the 2-primary torsion 
part of A. Since in A/A(2) unique divisibility by 2 holds true we have natural iso-
morphisms 
H\A(2))-^H\A) (/=0,1). 
Let W denote the dyadic Tate group T2(A) and V denote the extended Tate 
group E2(A) [e.g. L g 2 , Chap. VII]. Vis a vector space of rank 2g over the field Q 2 
of dyadic numbers, on which G acts, and W is a G-invariant lattice in V of rank 
2g over the ring Z 2 of integral dyadic numbers. We have an evident exact sequence 
of G-modules [loc. cit.] 
0—• • V-+A(2)-+0. 
Since Kis uniquely divisible by 2 we see that H\W) has finite order for both i=0,1, 
and 
h°(W)=h\W)=2s. 
^contains the direct sum Wx_a® Wx+a (notations from §2), and this lattice is a 
subgroup of finite index in W. Denoting by q the Herbrand quotient hP/h1, we 
thus have 
(*) l-qiW^qW-MW+a)-
Denoting the rank of Wl _a by g 0 and the rank of Wx+<r by gt we clearly have 
Ä 1W +.)=W +.:2^ 1 +J=2^, 
fc1W-.)=W+.)=o. 
Thus we deduce from (*) that g 0 = gi . Since g 0+g A = 2g we see that Wx _a and W1 +<y 
both have rank g. 
Remark. Thus the eigenvalues ± 1 of p on the vector space 7= E2(A) both have the 
same multiplicity g. This is just another way to state Geyer's Theorem 4.2. 
It is now possible by the same arguments as in [ G x , § 1] to find bases rl9...,rg 
of Vx and ix,..., ig of Vx +<r over Q 2 such that 
, rs+l • , 
*i» •••>!»» s^+i"*" 2 g 2 
is a basis of FT over Z 2 . From this basis we immediately read off that W/2W 
contains precisely 2g+s elements invariant under G. Now by the sequence 
0->W->V-+A(2)-+0 
we have a natural isomorphism from 2"1 W/Wonto A2 compatible with the actions 
of G. Thus also A2 contains precisely 2 g + s elements invariant under G. This com-
pletes the proof of Proposition (10.11) and of Theorem (10.12). 
In the case K = R , r>0, Theorem (10.12) had been proved before by Ailing 
[Al, Th. 5.9] using analytic techniques. 
§ 11. Witt Rings of Function Fields 
We shall give a description of the Witt ring W(F) by inserting W(F) into an exact 
sequence all whose other terms are explicitly known. This sequence will neglect 
the multiplicative structure of W(F). To remedy this a little we shall also write 
down exact sequences for the powers of the fundamental ideal /(F). Similar 
exact sequences are known for the rational function field in one variable over an 
arbitrary field [L, p. 265 and p. 270] and for arbitrary function fields in one variable 
over a finite field (cf. the computations [KS]). 
We first consider the case that y is not empty and as always denote the compo-
nents of y by yx,..., yr. The most natural idea seems to be to study the sequence 
(11.1) 0->W(X)->W(F ) -^Z i y ) x(Z/2Z) ( * v y ) -*->Z r —0 
with the following notations. Z ( y ) is the free Z-module over y, and (Z/2Z) ( * x y ) is 
the free (Z/2Z)-module over the set X\y of complex points of X. We think of 
the elements of Z ( y ) x (Z /2Z) ( * v y ) as families (np \peX) with np in Z for p real 
and in Z/2Z for p complex, and with almost all np=0. The map from W(X) to 
W(F) is the canonical map. d assigns to every £ in W(F) the family (dp(£) | peX). 
Finally a assigns to a family (np \ peX) in case r>0 the r-tupel ( n l 9 n r ) with 
Peyi 
In case r=0 we read Z ( y ) = Z r =0. We know already that this sequence (10.1) is 
exact at the places W(X) and W{F) (Prop. 10.2 and 10.3). It clearly is also exact 
at the last place Z r . According to the sum formula (5.6) we have a o 5=0. 
We also know from Corollary (10.5) for every Zariski open subset Z of X 
that /"(Z)=2 n~ 1/(Z) for w = 2. Since W(F) is the union and direct limit of the 
subrings W(Z) this implies In(F)=2""1 /(F). {This follows also from Lemma (2.11).} 
Thus d maps /"(F) into the subgroup (2n~lZ){y) of Z ( y ) x ( Z / 2 Z ) ( X v y ) , cf. also 
[ M H , p. 86]. 
(11.2) Theorem (r>0). The sequence (11.1) is exact. The following sequences 
Sn, n^l, induced by (11.1) are also exact: 
S L: 0 — I(X) — /(F) Z ( y ) x (Z/2 Z)(X"y) 
— • Z ^ O . 
n = 2: 
S„: 0-*In(X)-+In(F)-t*(2n-1 Z ) ( y ) - ^ ( 2 n - 1 Z f — 0 . 
N.B. An explicit description of W(X) and the powers In{X) has been given in 
§ 10 (Th. (10.4), Cor. (10.5), Th. (10.12)). 
We know from Corollary (10.5) for every Zariski open subset Z of X that 
/ 2 (Z) is torsion free and In(Z)=2n~2 I2(Z) for n^3. Thus also / 2(F) is torsion 
free and /"(F)=2"" 2 / 2(F), and we observe that the exactness of the sequence Sn 
for 3 is an immediate consequence of the exactness of S 2 . We further observe 
that the exactness of (11.1) immediately follows from the exactness of Sl9 since 
W(X) is additively generated by I(X) and the element <1>, and W(F) is additively 
generated by /(F) and <1>. 
Thus it suffices to prove the exactness of the complexes St and S2. We first 
consider S 2 . The exactness at I2(F) means 
(11.3) I2(F)nI(X)=l2(X\ 
since we already know that Sx is exact at 1(F). Now I2(F) is the set of all elements 
£ of 1(F) with <*(<!;)= 1[L, p. 39], and we have no difficulty to conclude from 
Theorem (10.4) that I2(X) is the set of all elements { of I(X) with <*(£)= 1. Thus 
(11.3) is evident, and S2 is exact at I2(X). The only place where the exactness of 
S2 now is not yet clear is the third one. The kernel of a on (2Z) ( V ) is generated by 
the elements e(Pl9 P2) which have coordinate -1-2 at a point i j , - 2 at a point P2i 
and zero at all other points, and with /} and P2 lying on the same component 
of y. We choose an interval function/for (P2, ij). The quadratic form 2 x <1, - / > 
then maps under d onto e(Pl9 P2) and lies in I2(F). This finishes the proof of the 
exactness of S2. 
The complex S2 injects into Sx. To prove the exactness of Sx it suffices to 
show that the cokernel complex SJS2 is exact. Now the signed determinant d 
induces an isomorphism from the group I(F)/I2(F) onto the group Q(F) of square 
classes [loc. cit.]. Furthermore d maps I(X) onto the group Q(X) defined in §2, 
as follows again from Theorem 10.5. {A more intrinsic proof is easily obtained 
from the description of the signed determinant on W(X) by associating to a space 
(E, B) of rank n over X the n-th exterior power of E, cf. [K, §4].} By (11.3) d induces 
an isomorphism from I(X)/I2(X) onto Q(X). Therefore S 2/Si is isomorphic to 
the complex 
0 -> Q(X) -> Q(F) (Z/2 Z)<*> (Z/2 Z) r -+ 0 
with the following notations: Q(X)—> Q(F) is the inclusion map, d associates to a 
square class </> the element 
(ord„(/) mod 21 peX), 
ö means summation over the coordinates at the points in yt for 1 _j_>. 
The exactness of this complex is non trivial only at the third place. Let (ep | p e X) 
be a family with all ep=0 or = 1, almost all ep=0, and 
£ eP=0 mod 2 
Peyt 
for l ^ i ^ r . By Theorem (5.1) there exists a real function / + 0 and a divisor a 
on X such that 
div( / )=a 2 nP £ p -
peX 
The square class </> has under 8 the image (ep | peX). This finishes the proof of 
the exactness of Si9 and of Theorem (11.2). 
The case r=0 is easier. We consider the sequence 
(11.4) 0-> W(X) -> VF(F) (Z/2 Z) ( X ) Z/2 Z -> 0, 
the first two maps being defined in the same way as in the case r > 0 and o" denoting 
summation over all coordinates. 
(11.5) Theorem. The sequence (11.4) and the induced sequence 
0 — I(X) -»1(F) (Z/2 Z) ( X ) Z/2 Z — 0 
ftofA Are exacf (r=0). 
Proo/ Again the exactness of one of these sequences implies the exactness of the 
other one. Thus we only study the sequence starting with l(X). Now according 
to Corrollary (9.5) or Corollary (10.5) we have 72(F)=0 and 7 2(Z)=0. Thus 
we can identify 1(F) with Q(F) and I(X) with Q(X) by use of the signed deter-
minant. Our sequence then reads 
0 — Q(X) -+Q(F)^> (Z/2 Z)(*> (Z/2 Z) —0 
with S having the same meaning as in the case r>0. We verify the exactness of 
this sequence in the same way as for the analogous sequence in the case r>0, 
using Theorem (10.9) instead of (5.1). q.e.d. 
In the case r>0 we can replace (11.1) by an exact sequence which is nearly a 
presentation of W(F) as a direct sum with elementary summands. We choose on 
each component yt a point Pt and denote the set consisting of these r points by S. 
We introduce the homomorphism 
*:Q+(X)^W(F) 
mapping a square class </> in Q+(X) onto 1 -</>, further the homomorphism 
ß: W(F)->Z{y)x(Z/2Z)(X^y) 
with component dp at every p in X \ S and component dP+xP (a ring homo-
morphism !) at every P in S. 
(11.6) Theorem. The sequence 
0->Q+(X)-±+ W(F) Z ( y ) x (Z/2 Z) (* " y ) 0 
is exact (r>0). 
This follows easily from the exactness of these sequence (111) and the des-
cription of W (X) in Theorem (10.4) and Corollary (10.5). Details are left to the 
reader. As shown in § 10 the group Q+(X) has order 2 g (Th. (10.12)). 
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